Letter from the Foundation

More Online Events Coming Soon

Welcome to the May/June 2020 issue of the FreeBSD Journal. It’s hard to believe we’re nearly halfway through 2020. Since you already know that we’re facing unprecedented times, we just wanted to take a moment to wish you well as we enter the second half of the year.

For those of you missing the in-person learning events, members of the FreeBSD Community and FreeBSD Foundation have worked together to come up with a few alternatives. At the end of April, Allan Jude launched the FreeBSD Office Hours series. These 1-hour sessions take place every other Wednesday at 18:00 UTC, and may consist of general Q&A, demos, or tutorials. Videos of past Office Hours can be found on the FreeBSD Project YouTube channel. Upcoming events can be found here. If you would like to run an office hour, please check out the wiki to sign up.

Beginning July 17, the Foundation is launching FreeBSD Fridays. It’s a series of 1-hour live 101-type classes. The series begins with Deb Goodkin’s Introduction to FreeBSD. More information can be found here.

Finally, the Journal team continues to work hard to provide excellent educational FreeBSD content. We hope you enjoy and share this issue.

On behalf of the FreeBSD Foundation,
Anne Dickson